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As a cable subscriber who pays more than $200 a month for cable, phone and internet I am very
excited to have found this book! I have just been going along thinking that cable is the only option
for television these days. I guess technology passed me by when I wasn't looking. Anyway, this
book lays out the various (other than cable) options for television viewing, pros and cons of each,
approximate costs involved and how to find out which content is available in my area.The language
is very understandable for the non-techie person and the explanations are clear and concise. Also,
the book isn't trying to steer the reader to any one solution or product, just giving the facts. I would
be skeptical of it if it were trying to sell me on anything.This is just the kind of book consumers need
to be able to make informed, non-biased decisions for their television viewing. Thank you Mr.
Heisenberg for writing this book. I'm glad I bought it!

The books is very short on content. Some "chapters" are only a couple of sentences long. In my
opinion, this should be free to download. The same information can easily be googled; and you can
easily find more comprehensive websites on cord-cutting.

That said, it was disappointing to ME. I'm sure there are people out there who will find this book very
helpful.I wa hoping it was a book on how to get free streaming. I didn't see much free stuff, but it
was a good rundown of what's commercially out there.

I cut my cable out almost a year ago and use my Fire. This book explained some of the other
subscription services available. Since I knew almost nothing about any of them, it was very helpful
for an overview. Now I can investigate the ones that interested me.

One way of cutting your expenses is to get rid of things you don't really need. For me I don't need
cable cause my kids are not into cartoon networks and if we want to watch good movies we can
have an access for free movies online. This book is a guide for all families who wants to save
money. This is an ultimate guide My Tv Without Cable.

This book had several good tips in it that are helpful. It is not as comprehensive as I would have
liked, but it covers the basics. A newbie to television without cable will find useful tips. Seasoned
people who are used to alternative tv watching will find some new channels.This book covers the
basics of how to connect a tv to an antenna, what type of devices there are that stream tv programs
without cable and a selection of subscription channels are out there to pay for per month. The pros
and cons are covered for many of the suggested devices and subscription channels.My Tv without
cable will help you decide if going off the cable is appropriate for your household and can help you
decide what you need to do to make this happen. Most of us watch only a few channels. I find that I
can find 80% of my programs on subscription channels and Red Box because I do not mind
watching reruns or waiting for a movie to hit Red Box. if you are a "watch it when it happens
person", you might have more trouble breaking free from cable.

I had already gone cable less, and this book was still a value to me. It shows the pros and cons of
streaming apps, and very informative on the use and how to pick up digital signals. If you already
have good wifi not tied to your cable this is definitely the way to. Recommend

Not too short not too long, straight to the point and explained in a way that even not a very tech
savvy person could understand easily. How much is your cable bill? I'm barely paying all my bills
and I've even considered cancelling my subscription, luckily I've heard that there are freeways or
some that don't need much investment and voila! Some of the methods explained look promising

and I can't wait to enjoy free TV!
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